1. Site: ____________    Q330 number: ____________
Date: _______________   Time: __________
Personnel _______________________________________

2. Station running? LEDs on the Q330 (there are too many possible combinations), LEDs on the baler blinking slowly (shutdown) or turned on?

3. Record System Overview values:
   Last GPS Lock: ________________________    Phase Error: ________________________
   Main current: __________     Input volts: __________    Temp: __________
   Boom Pos: 1: ______ 2: ______ 3: ______  (4, 5, 6 not used)
   Last Boot: _________________________    Last Resync: _________________________

4. Perform a "stomp" test to check the sensor: OK? ______

5. If swapping balers record the serial numbers:
   Old baler: ____________    New baler: ____________

6. Battery voltage: Panels covered: __________    Panels uncovered: __________

REMARKS